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The genre of my rhetorical essays is nonfiction. It is nonfiction because cancer happens in
real life. Cancer is a real disease that is caused by uncontrolled able cell division that kills a lot
of people. Also, my rhetorical Analysis is tone.Rhetorical Analysis has helped you to achieve the
Course-Learning Outcomes by helping me make a argument that was Wiljer, D lab report is
better and stronger than other lab reports because it tone use inform and get reader’s attention,
the structure is well organized and lab reports style are easy for audiences to follow. I was able to
explore the lab report’s author goal that was to inform me about cancer inherited by genes and a
way to keep the records.

My exigence for writing the rhetorical essay about cancer is my past experience. In the past
about 3 years ago I have heard an old woman say cancer spreads by touching other people that
have cancer. Another thing that motivated me was not the context of cancer but the structure of
the lab report because it has everything in its specific paragraph and with it heading topics.

The purpose for writing this Rhetorical essay is to inform my audience about cancer. Cancer
can pass down through genes. I also want to show the best lab report. I have hope accomplished
to tell what a good lab report needs. My audience are people that reader my essay,my fellow
classmates and professors.

Context my rhetorical Analysis is tone.my rhetorical Analysis is tone.Rhetorical Analysis has
helped you to achieve the Course-Learning Outcomes by helping me make a argument that was
Wiljer, D lab report is better and stronger than other lab reports because it tone use inform and
get reader’s attention, the structure is well organized and lab reports style are easy for audiences
to follow. I was able to explore the lab report’s author goal that was to inform me about cancer
inherited by genes and a way to keep the records.

My weakness in my thesis because writing thesis is hard for me. Also, my weakness does
have all the points that I am going to talk about in my paragraphs. It is very general. Next time
my goal is to write a strong thesis My strength is my body paragraph because in the paragraph I
am able to explain more. I can express myself by writing more than a few words. In addition, I
can use evidence to express myself more and tell my opinions. Everything connects with other in
the paragraph.




